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Dear fellow breeders:

Christmas is around the corner and approaching fast. For some, it will mark a turn 
toward normalcy, while for others the pain and misery of the last several years will 
still be raw. For Jeanie and me, and we hope for you as well, it will be both a season 
of joy and thankfulness, and, too, a time to focus on the needs of others who are still 
picking up the pieces of their lives. We hope we have found an upbeat way to use our 
love of longhorns to address both the joy and the ongoing need for help.

With that in mind, we have decided to hold an internet only Christmas longhorn 
sale with a fun twist to it. On the evening of December 10th, we will sell over the 
internet about 30 longhorns, and the successful bidder on each lot will, in addition 
to the cow he or she bought, receive a $500 credit to be used by them to identify a 
charity or charities which they would like to support and to instruct us (Jeanie and 
me) to make a gift in their name to that charity or those charities of their choosing. 
The idea is for everyone to enjoy a good sale while, at the same time, supporting 
local non-profits that are delivering valuable pandemic related services in every 
community. As an example, if you are the high bidder on a lot in the sale, and if you 
think the Red Cross, or your local church, or both for that matter, or any other rec-
ognized IRS 501©(3) charity in good standing deserves your support for the good 
work it is doing in your community, you tell us to send checks totaling $500 to that 
agency or agencies, and we will do it in your name.

We love our longhorns, and we can’t think of a better use for them than as a way 
to help others in need. We hope you all will agree, and if you do, we will try to make 
this an annual event and invite consignors to join us in future years. In the mean-
time, we want to thank Chase Vasut, Bruce McCarty, Dale Hunt, and Molly and 
Jaymie and their team at Hired Hand for all their help in turning an idea into an 
event in less than 60 days. You guys are fabulous.

Finally, to our many longhorn friends, we hope you enjoy this event, and we send 
warm Christmas greetings to one and all.

Mike & Jeanie Casey
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

INTERNET VIEWING & BIDDING
•  Internet Viewing & Bidding Courtesy of Hired Hand Live, a 

Product of Hired Hand Software, www.HiredHandLive.com

•  Go to www.HiredHandLive.com and follow the prompts to 
either log in (if you’ve used our system before) or become a 
registered bidder. 

•  We recommend using the internet browsers Chrome or 
Firefox, not Safari.

•  Bidders are required to register for each sale they wish to 
participate in. Viewers are not.

•  A credit card is required for online verification but will not be 
billed. Upon notification that you’ve placed a winning bid on 
an animal the sale will invoice you with mailing instructions 
for payment by check, wire transfer, credit card or money 
order. 

•  You can place absentee and max bids if you are unable 
to be online live during the sale. These bids are NOT seen 
by anyone other than Hired Hand staff and are placed 
automatically by our system to purchase the animal at the 
lowest price possible for you. 

•  To also join Hired Hand’s Mobile Marketing List and  
receive text updates of sale prices and buyers please text 
website.longhorns to 888-700-8131.

•  There is no fee to participate and no buyer’s premium. 
Buyers are responsible for coordinating their own hauling. 

•  All terms and conditions listed in the sale catalog apply to 
on-line bidding.

•  Contact Jaymie Feldmann, Hired Hand Software,  
for additional assistance: 319-239-2662 or  
jaymie@hiredhandsoftware.com.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: All cattle sell under the terms and 
conditions listed in this catalog.

BIDDING: Each Animal will be sold to the highest bidder with 
reserve.

BIDDING DISPUTES: The Auctioneer in charge will settle 
any disputes as to bids, and his decisions on such matters will 
be final.

TERMS: The Terms of this sale are cash or check at the 
conclusion of the auction. Please make checks payable to 
McCarty Promotions and mail to the following address: 
 McCarty Promotions
 125 Wilson Lane 
 Weatherford, Texas 76087
Questions about payment? Please call Lori McCarty at  
817-991-8825. Payment can also be given to Dan Tisdale if 
picking up cattle from the ranch.

POSSESSION: Immediately after the animal is sold, it will 
be the sole risk and responsibility of the buyer thereof, but 
possession cannot be obtained until payment is made.

CERTIFICATION: A certificate of registration will be 
furnished and transferred to the purchaser of each lot in the 
sale, including calves at side.

HEALTH: Bidders should consider individual state 
requirements before purchasing.

GUARANTEE: Breeder guarantees are strictly between the 
individual consigner and purchaser at the sale. All calves at 
side are given to the purchaser free and carry no guarantee.

NOTICE: The purchaser must look to the seller for fulfillment 
of all guarantees and representations made hereunder.

PEDIGREES: The seller has furnished the information on the 
pedigrees of the animals announced.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: All announcements made from the 
auctioneer block shall take precedence over information 
printed in the catalog.

LIABILITY: All persons who attend the sale do so at their own 
risk. Sale management and anyone connected with the sale 
assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents that 
may occur.

CONTRACT: The above terms and guarantees shall 
constitute a contract between buyer and seller of each animal 
sold. No cattle may be loaded up until after the sale. All cattle 
must be loaded out within 7 days unless further arrangement 
have been made.

BUYER RESPONSIBILITY: Prospective buyers or bidders 
at the sale should listen carefully to all announcements made 
from the auction block by the auctioneer, pedigree reader, or 
seller on each animals that is sold. Buyers should acquaint 
themselves with terms concerning breeder status, fertility, and 
health papers on each animal sold. It is the responsibility of 
the buyer to be aware of health regulations for transportation of 
animals into the state of their residence. By carefully listening 
to all announcements made a buyer can save himself possible 
misunderstandings.

DONATIONS: Our obligation to pay funds to any designated 
charities shall not arise until after buyer has made payment in 
full for any and all animals purchased.
•  We will pay $500 per sold lot and no more. If an animal is 

purchased by a partnership or by multiple parties, it will be 
up to them to tell us how they want to split the $500 credit 
and who speaks for them. We can only accept instructions 
from one person per lot regarding the designated charity(s) 
that they want us to pay the check(s) to. If any dispute should 
arise regarding the spokesperson and/or the charity chosen, 
we have the right to make payment to the order of the charity 
selected by whoever’s bidding card was identified by the 
auctioneer at the time of sale.

•  We reserve the right to research the legitimacy of any non-
profit nominated for the purpose of determining their 501©(3) 
status. If any prospective grantee cannot show proof of good 
standing with the IRS, we reserve the right to refuse to pay 
funds to such organization and to require that the high bidder 
provide us with an alternative agency in good standing with 
the IRS.

•  If a person or persons is the high bidder on more than one 
lot, his or her rights shall be $500 times the number of lots 
purchased.

ONLINE BIDDING: Clicking to bid is a binding contract. 
Successful winning bids constitute as final sales. No refunds 
available. Hauling is organized and funded at the owner's 
expense.
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We will donate $500 per sold lot to the 
charity of your choice in your name!

For complete details see the terms  
and conditions on page 4.
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TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

RRR Miss Berry

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Strawberry
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. I wanted to start this sale out with a bang and 
what better way to do that than with an 83.5” TTT
daughter of RRR Miss Berry. Take a long look at her 
pedigree. She is a granddaughter of Wiregrass Laura on 
top and goes back to JP Rio Grande on the bottom. She 
is long and thick and raises great calves every year 
(check out her daughter selling as lot 2). Strawberry has a 
heifer calf at side by BH Ferdinand, our 88.5" Patton son, 
and we expect her coloration to come out in time and look

03/26/2015
CI309817

TTT: 83.5000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Strawberry

HELM'S ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

RIO BRAVO CHEX

Berry Coyote

THE ACE

LAMB'S TEMPTATION

WIREGRASS PHENOMENON

Horse Head Heart Stopper

Hawkeye Coyote

GJ Stawberry Wine

JP RIO GRANDE

BL SUNSHINE TARI

LOT

1
OCV’d. I wanted to start this sale out with a bang and what 
better way to do that than with an 83.5” TTT daughter of 
RRR Miss Berry. Take a long look at her pedigree. She is a 
granddaughter of Wiregrass Laura on top and goes back to 
JP Rio Grande on the bottom. She is long and thick and raises 
great calves every year (check out her daughter selling as lot 
2). Strawberry has a heifer calf at side, born 8/28/21, by BH 
Ferdinand, our 88.5" Patton son, and we expect her coloration 
to come out in time and look like Ferdinand's mulberry color. 
She is confirmed by our vet to be 35 days safe in calf back to 
Ferdinand for a spectacular 3 in 1 package to start the sale. 
Strawberry is our way of saying thank you to everyone who 
has logged on and is here today. Merry Christmas!!
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Top Caliber

Pacific Strawberry

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Popcorn
Date of Birth:

OCV’d. If you liked Pacific Strawberry, here s your chance 
to buy one of her daughters by Simba. Simba took 
Strawberry's horn, color and gentleness and added a 
dose of RM Miss Kitty (104") and Top Caliber (89") to the 
mix. Those two powerhouse horn producers together 
measured 192" tip to tip. Can you imagine the potential 
horn explosion the buyer of this heifer is going to see and 
enjoy when Popcorn takes off. Almost as an afterthought, 
look closely at her structure, color, and horn shape, and y

05/14/2020

TTT: 39.8750 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Popcorn

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

HELM'S ACE

RRR Miss Berry

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

RIO BRAVO CHEX

Berry Coyote

TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

LOT

2
OCV’d. If you liked Pacific Strawberry, here's your chance 
to buy one of her daughters by Simba. Simba took Straw-
berry's horn, color and gentleness and added a dose of 
RM Miss Kitty (104") and Top Caliber (89") to the mix. Those 
two powerhouse horn producers together measured 193" 
tip to tip. Can you imagine the potential horn explosion 
the buyer of this heifer is going to see and enjoy when 
Popcorn takes off. Almost as an afterthought, look closely 
at her structure, color, and horn shape, and you will see 
why this youngster is hard to let go of. I do not breed my 
heifers until 2 years old, so she is ready to breed to the bull 
of your choice! I have no doubt she will grow into a head 
turner in your front pasture.

Registration 1:                 Pending
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COWBOY CHEX

T BAR W MISS PAIL

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Sunshine
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Sunshine might be my best Santee Daughter out 
of the 2018 calf crop. She is a half sister to the $60,000 
Pacific Diamond Lil as well as numerous other futurity 
winners and sale toppers. She boasts a deep red color 
with horns going out straight and flat with a hint of the roll 
that got her dam to 84". On the bottom you have the 
magic cross of Rio on top of HCR genetics. To me, this 
heifer is a "looker" and is what I strive for. She is the 
product of selective breeding and little bit of luck. She is b

12/27/2018
CI320540

TTT: 63.2500 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Sunshine

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

SDR Spartacus

Pail

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

Bucket

JP RIO GRANDE

SDR SWEETIE

LOT

3
OCV’d. Sunshine might be my best Santee Daughter out 
of the 2018 calf crop. She is a half sister to the $60,000 
Pacific Diamond Lil as well as numerous other futurity 
winners and sale toppers. She boasts a deep red color 
with horns going out straight and flat with a hint of the 
roll that got her dam to 84". On the bottom you have 
the magic cross of Rio on top of HCR genetics. To me, 
this heifer is a "looker" and is what I strive for. She is the 
product of selective breeding and little bit of luck. She is 
confirmed bred to BH Ferdinand, and her calf should be 
a winner.



JP RIO GRANDE

HH PACIFIC FROST

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

HH Pacific Hopes
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Here is your chance to own a majestic solid black 
daughter of the great RM High Hopes. Her pedigree is 
filled with some of the most productive animals in the 
industry such as Shadow Jubilee, Wiregrass Laura and 
JP Rio Grande. Her horns are rolling out as we speak and 
I feel she is going to be a phenomenal cow as she 
matures. She has a pedigree that works with almost any 
of today’s hot bulls, and for her first, we have bred her to 
Cowboy Ruff, our 88" 2 year old son of the great 103" Rex

02/17/2019
CI321696

TTT: 62.5000 on 11/03/2021

HH Pacific Hopes

RM High Hopes

SHADOW JUBILEE

HELM'S ACE

PACIFIC BARBLESS

J.R. GRAND SLAM

TX W Lucky Lady

THE SHADOW

GMR 1182

LAKOTA CHEX

Pacific Barbie

TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

LOT

4
OCV’d. Here is your chance to own a majestic solid black 
daughter of the great RM High Hopes. Her pedigree is filled 
with some of the most productive animals in the industry 
such as Shadow Jubilee, Wiregrass Laura and JP Rio Grande. 
Her horns are rolling out as we speak and I feel she is going to 
be a phenomenal cow as she matures. This is a heifer that we 
didn't expose until September 16th, and we exposed her to 
Cowboy Ruff, our 88" two year old bull who we own with the 
Crafts and who we had to return to the Crafts on November 
3rd. That only gave her 1.5 months to get bred. Our vet says 
she is too close to call, which isn't surprising and also isn't her 
fault. I'll guarantee this heifer is fertile, and, if she isn't con-
firmed bred within 60 days,, I'll either AI her with Cowboy Ruff 
semen or give the buyer 3 straws of his semen. If she is not 
confirmed bred within 90 days, I'll buy her back at whatever 
price she sells for tonight, and I'll still send a check to buyer's 
favored charity. You can't lose on this one!

9

TTT:                                       62.5000 on 11/03/2021
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COWBOY CHEX

BL BRINDLE BEAUTY 848

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

BL FLASHY
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Sale Price:
Breeder:
Owner:

OCV'd. Flashy's sire is Cowboy Tuff Chex, the longest 
horned bull in the breed. Her dam is a Rio Grande 
daughter out of Hubbell's Black Beauty. She measures 
over 82" tip to tip, she's gentle, and she raises a good calf 
every year. Finally, she's bred to Ferdinand, my 87" 
Patton son. Knowing all that, why wouldn't you want to 
highlight your herd with this longhorn beauty? 

05/05/2013
CI285221
$
BOB & PAM LOOMIS
Fairlea Longhorn Ranch, LLC

TTT: 82.5000 on 11/03/2021

BL FLASHY

COWBOY TUFF CHEX

BL RIO CATCHIT

JP RIO GRANDE

HUBBELLS BLACK BEAUTY

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

JP RIO GRANDE

BL CATCHIT

QUILL

Hubbells Queen of Hearts

J.R. GRAND SLAM

TX W Lucky Lady

LOT

5
OCV'd. Flashy's sire is Cowboy Tuff Chex, the longest 
horned bull in the breed. Her dam is a Rio Grande daugh-
ter out of Hubbell's Black Beauty. She measures over 82" 
tip to tip, she's gentle, and she raises a good calf every 
year. Finally, she's five months safe in calf to Ferdinand, my 
88.5" Patton son. Knowing all that, why wouldn't you want 
to highlight your herd with this longhorn beauty?
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Top Caliber

CWR Texana Ivory

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Parchment
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Parchment is another exceptional Simba daughter 
for your consideration. With the 104” RM Miss Kitty as her 
grand mother and JP Rio Grande, Tejas Star, and Delta 
Van Horne all on the bottom of her pedigree, it's evident 
that she has a lot going for her in the horn department. 
What isnn't apparent in pictures is her size. She is a big, 
tall youngster whose 51.5" horn measurement a month 
before her second birthday looks less than it is on her big 
frame. She is going to develop into a big horned, beautiful

12/05/2019
CI323649

TTT: 51.5000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Parchment

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

hubbell's rio graves

TEXANA RANDY

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

TEJAS STAR

B.C. MISS FAY

JP RIO GRANDE

BL CAMEO TARI

LOT

6
OCV’d. Parchment is another exceptional Simba daughter 
for your consideration. With the 104” RM Miss Kitty as her 
grand mother and JP Rio Grande, Tejas Star, and Delta Van 
Horne all on the bottom of her pedigree, it's evident that 
she has a lot going for her in the horn department. What 
isn't apparent in pictures is her size. She is a big, tall young-
ster whose 51.5" horn measurement a month before her 
second birthday looks less than it is on her big frame. She 
is going to develop into a big horned, beautiful red roan 
female. She won't be 2 until December 5th so we haven't 
exposed her, and she will be ready to breed to the bull of 
your choice. This is the type of heifer you’ll be glad you own.
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Top Caliber

RM Mike's More Mellow 774

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Kitty
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Breeder:
Owner:

Pacific Kitty was named after her grandmother, RM Miss 
Kitty, who had over 104" TTT when she died last year. 
Pacific Kitty looks like she is going to try to compete with 
her famous namesake, and whether she actually wins or 
doesn't win that contest, she is going to be a great looking 
animal nonetheless. She is one that I just like, and I know 
that whoever buys her will never regret it.  She won't be 
two for another six months, so we haven't exposed her.

05/01/2020
Pending
Fairlea Longhorn Ranch, LLC
Fairea Longhorn Ranch, LLC

TTT: 44.3750 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Kitty

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

IRON MIKE ST

RM Mellow PAT 523

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

TOUCHDOWN OF RM

RUTLEDGE'S MELLOW 
YELLOW

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHKNIFE

LOT

7
Pacific Kitty was named after her grandmother, RM Miss 
Kitty, who had over 104" TTT when she died last year. 
Pacific Kitty looks like she is going to try to compete with 
her famous namesake, and whether she actually wins or 
doesn't win that contest, she is going to be a great looking 
animal nonetheless. She is one that I just like, and I know 
that whoever buys her will never regret it. She won't be 
two for another six months, so we haven't exposed her.
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TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

DDR Eos

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Dawn
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. One of the things we value the most in our 
females is consistency. The next lot is Dawn's full sister, 
Pacific Anabelle. Both are daughters of a cow we love 
named DDR EOS who is an 82" Zeus daughter. Pacific 
Dawn herself has been one of my favorites since she was 
born. She has a beautiful color scheme and has a 
pedigree worth diving into. You have Wiregrass Laura on 
top and then Zeus on the bottom. Zeus is a full sibling to 
the over 100” BL Rio Catchit. Pacific Dawn is a young fem

01/01/2019
Pending

TTT: 62.3750 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Dawn

HELM'S ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

Zeus EOT 9E5

Easter EOT 010

THE ACE

LAMB'S TEMPTATION

WIREGRASS PHENOMENON

Horse Head Heart Stopper

50 CALIBER STAR

PRIME NUGGET 777

JP RIO GRANDE

BL CATCHIT

LOT

8
OCV’d. One of the things we value the most in our females is 
consistency. This lot is Pacific Dawn, and the next lot is her full 
sister, Pacific Anabelle. Both are daughters of a cow we love 
named DDR EOS who is an 82" Zeus daughter who year after 
year gives us excellent calves. Pacific Dawn herself has been 
one of my favorites since she was born. She has a beautiful 
color scheme and has a pedigree worth diving into. You have 
Wiregrass Laura on top and then Zeus on the bottom. Zeus 
is a full sibling to the over 100” BL Rio Catchit. Pacific Dawn is 
a beautiful young female and you'll never regret owning her. 
She will make a great and consistent addition to any herd! 
She is 2 months safe to Cowboy Ruff which is just another 
reason why you don't want anyone else to get her.

CI320537
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TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

DDR Eos

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Anabelle
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Breeder:
Owner:

OCV’d. Anabelle is a full sister to Pacific Dawn who just 
sold. As you know, I wanted to show the consistent 
production of this family line. Again you have Helm’s Ace 
who is a son of the great Wiregrass Laura. On the bottom 
she goes back to Zeus who is a full sibling to the over 
100” BL Rio Catchit. Her horns are starting to roll out and 
if there is one thing this family does is to consistently 
produce horn and frame.. She is sure to be an excellent 
addition to your herd as she matures. Because of her age

11/29/2019
Pending
fairlea Longhorn Ranch, LLC
Mike Casey

TTT: 51.5000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Anabelle

HELM'S ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

Zeus EOT 9E5

Easter EOT 010

THE ACE

LAMB'S TEMPTATION

WIREGRASS PHENOMENON

Horse Head Heart Stopper

50 CALIBER STAR

PRIME NUGGET 777

JP RIO GRANDE

BL CATCHIT

LOT

9
OCV’d. Annabelle is a full sister to Pacific Dawn, the previ-
ous lot. As you know, I wanted to show the consistent pro-
duction of this family line. Again you have Helm’s Ace who 
is a son of the great Wiregrass Laura. On the bottom she 
goes back to Zeus who is a full sibling to the over 100” BL 
Rio Catchit. Her horns are starting to roll out and if there is 
one thing this family does is to consistently produce horn 
and frame. She is sure to be an excellent addition to your 
herd as she matures. She is confirmed by our vet to be 
short bred to Ferdinand.
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TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

Pacific Jubilation

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Stars and Stripes
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Here is your chance at one of the prettiest cows in 
my pasture. Stars and Stripes showcaes the type of 
offspring Helm’s Ace produces, but in this case I give the 
bottom side of her pedigree the lion's share of the credit. 
That bottom half brings in the 88" Top Caliber and the 
upper 90” Shadow Jubilee. Both those animals were, for a 
time, the longest horned bull and cow respectively in the 
breed.The mating of Top Caliber and Shadow Jubillee 
produced Pacific Jubilee who I very proudly own.   Stars a

05/31/2017
CI314234

TTT: 80.0000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Stars and Stripes

HELM'S ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

Top Caliber

SHADOW JUBILEE

THE ACE

LAMB'S TEMPTATION

WIREGRASS PHENOMENON

Horse Head Heart Stopper

THE SHADOW

GMR 1182

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

LOT

10
OCV’d. Here is your chance to buy one of the prettiest cows in 
my pasture. Stars and Stripes showcases the type of offspring 
Helm’s Ace produces, but in this case I give the bottom side 
of her pedigree the lion's share of the credit. That bottom half 
brings in the 88" Top Caliber and the upper 90” Shadow Jubilee. 
Those two animals were, for a time, the longest horned bull 
and cow respectively in the breed. The mating of Top Caliber 
and Shadow Jubilee produced Pacific Jubilee, who measures 
86" TTT on a huge rack of total horn. . Stas and Stripes herself 
measures 80” TTT and is just 4 ½ years old. She should be well 
over 90" at maturity, but in her case, it isn't just the horn; she 
brings the whole package - color, frame, conformation, a gentle 
disposition, and did I mention horn? The topping on the cake 
is that she is over 7 months bred to Cowboy Ruff. Somebody is 
going to get a very nice Christmas present this year.

TTT:                                       80.0000 on 11/03/2021
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COWBOY CHEX

Pacific Sandy

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Beaut
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Sale Price:

Pacific Beaut is an own daughter of the powerhouse 
producer Santee Chex, making her a half sibling to many 
sale toppers and futurity winners. Her unusual coloring is 
something that will make you stop in your tracks and is a 
very rare color to obtain. She is an easy keeper and very 
easy going cow. Going back to Maximus ST on the 
bottom, her pedigree gives you a variety of bulls to click 
with. Right now she is bred to BH Ferdinand. How do you 
suppose the odds makers in Vegas might  handicap the o

09/21/2015
CI309859
$

TTT: 70.1250 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Beaut

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

COWTOWN ST

LAZYJ'S JUST PERFECT

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

K.C. JUSTICE

LAZYJ'S PERFECT VISION

Maximus ST

SOLITUDE ST

LOT

11
Pacific Beaut is an own daughter of the powerhouse producer 
Santee Chex, making her a half sibling to many sale toppers 
and futurity winners. Her unusual coloring is something that 
will make you stop in your tracks and is a very rare color to 
obtain. She is an easy keeper and very easy going cow. Going 
back to Maximus ST on the bottom, her pedigree gives you a 
variety of bulls to click with. Right now she has a brand new 
little heifer calf by Ferdinand at her side.
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COWBOY CHEX

Pacific Sandy

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Palomina
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Here is a full sister to Pacific Beaut Who just sold. 
Palomina again exhibits the strong maternal lines in her 
pedigree that go back to Maximus ST and K.C. Justice. 
Her unusual sandy coloring is present throughout this 
family. Palomina's is even darker than her sister's, and 
she won’t be 2 years old until next March. She is built well 
and has the pedigree to work with a host of todays 
leading bulls. She will be ready to breed to the bull of your 
choice. Color like this is hard to find. 

03/29/2020
CI327724

TTT: 45.3750 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Palomina

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

COWTOWN ST

LAZYJ'S JUST PERFECT

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

K.C. JUSTICE

LAZYJ'S PERFECT VISION

Maximus ST

SOLITUDE ST

LOT

12
OCV’d. Here is a full sister to Pacific Beaut, the previous lot. 
Palomina again exhibits the strong maternal lines in her 
pedigree that go back to Maximus ST and K.C. Justice. Her 
unusual sandy coloring is present throughout this family. 
Palomina's is even darker than her sister's, and she won’t be 
2 years old until next March. She is built well and has the 
pedigree to work with a host of todays leading bulls. She 
will be ready to breed to the bull of your choice. Color like 
this is hard to find.
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COWBOY TUFF CHEX

585 HOT TODDY

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

585 HAPPY HOUR
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV'd. Happy Hour is a brindle grand daughter of the 
100" and $165,000 Cowboy Tuff Chex taking you back to 
Delta Tari on top as well. On the bottom she is all Asbill 
breeding which is throwing in the twist and color she is 
displaying. She gave us a beautiful heifer by Ace this past 
March, and she is now bred to Ferdinand. 

02/20/2016
CI3024979

TTT: 74.1250 on 11/03/2021

585 HAPPY HOUR

585 TUFF CHEX

BL RIO SIMBA TARI 911

SKY DIVER 15

585 DOUBLE SHOT

COWBOY CHEX

BL RIO CATCHIT

JP RIO GRANDE

DELTA TARI FM182

585 OVERWHELMING TORO

Hot Shot's I'ma Beauty

Sittin Bull

SKY HOOK

LOT

13
OCV'd. Happy Hour is a brindle grand daughter of the 100" 
and $165,000 Cowboy Tuff Chex taking you back to Delta 
Tari on top as well. On the bottom she is all Asbill breeding 
which is throwing in the twist and color she is displaying. 
She gave us a beautiful heifer by Ace this past March, and 
she is now four months safe in calf to Cowboy Ruff. Some-
times an eyeful is a lot better than lots of words. This is one 
of those cows.
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TEMPTATION'S THE ACE

Pacific Erica 550

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Carie
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Carie is an example of two of my bulls crossing 
well with each other. On the top you have Helm’s Ace 
which goes back to industry Legend Wiregrass Laura, as 
well as Temptations The Ace. On the bottom is Santee 
Chex which gives you BL Awesome Blossom and 
Boomerang CP as well. She is just coming up on her third 
birthday, and she sports a shapely horn set with tips that 
are starting to roll out and should ultimately be very 
impressive. What turns heads now is her fabulous bright c

12/27/2018
CI320535

TTT: 59.0000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Carie

HELM'S ACE

WIREGRASS LAURA

SANTEE  CHEX

LLL Erica

THE ACE

LAMB'S TEMPTATION

WIREGRASS PHENOMENON

Horse Head Heart Stopper

BOOMERANG C P

DELTA ERICA

COWBOY CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

LOT

14
OCV’d. Carie is an example of two of my bulls crossing well 
with each other. On the top you have Helm’s Ace which 
goes back to industry Legend Wiregrass Laura, as well as 
Temptations The Ace. On the bottom is Santee Chex which 
gives you BL Awesome Blossom and Boomerang CP as well. 
She is just coming up on her third birthday, and she sports 
a shapely horn set with tips that are starting to roll out and 
should ultimately be very impressive. What turns heads now 
is her fabulous bright colors which make her distinctive in 
any pasture. Carie is bred to Ferdinand, and should have a 
spectacular calf.
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HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

Phenomenon's Dancer

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

PACIFIC SNOWDROP
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Breeder:
Owner:

OCV’d. Top Caliber has done it again in Pacific Snow 
Drop. She is 89 1/8” TTT and could be the next 90” cow in 
the breed next spring. Going back to Phenomenon on the 
bottom, she is long, correct and produces COLOR. Take a 
look at some of the knockout progeny she’s produced out 
of different bulls. An almost 90” cow with a proven 
production record. You can’t go wrong here. She sells 
bred to Cowboy Ruff.

01/13/2011
256993
Mike Casey
Fairlea Longhorn Ranch, LLC

Total Horn:
TTT:

97.7500 on 11/01/2017
89.1250 on 11/03/2021

PACIFIC SNOWDROP

Top Caliber

HASHBROWN

BD Phenomenons Sundancer

L SUSIE SAGE

HUNTS EMPEROR

MISS RODEO AMERICA

ROUNDUP

HASHKNIFE

SAGE DODE FM 950

L SUSIE NICOLE

PHENOMENON

Droopy's Desire 139

LOT

15
OCV’d. Top Caliber has done it again in Pacific Snow Drop. 
She is 89 1/8” TTT and could be the next 90” cow in the 
breed. Going back to Phenomenon on the bottom, she is 
long, correct, strong milker and produces COLOR. Take a 
look at some of the knockout progeny she’s produced out 
of different bulls. An almost 90” cow with a proven produc-
tion record. You can’t go wrong here. She sells 4 months 
confirmed bred to Cowboy Ruff.
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Spiderman

D/O LAREDO'S ROSE

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

D/O AX MAN'S ROSE
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Sale Price:

OCV'd. Ax Man's Rose is a beautiful 5 year old brindle 
going back to industry greats like Maximus ST and Sittin 
Bull. Her horns are rolling out and her genetics make her 
a great cross on the hot bulls of today! Right now she is 
bred to Santee Chex who you know will cast his magic on 
the calf and make it great. 

10/25/2016
CI311351
$

TTT: 74.3750 on 11/04/2021

D/O AX MAN'S ROSE

5D AXMAN

7LS MAXSLOPE

D/O Laredo

RJF San Anton Rose

Sittin Bull

COCO KNUT 550

Maximus ST

SIDE SLOPE

SDR SAN ANTON TEXAS

SLATER 013

Sittin Bull

D2 EQUAL DESIRE

LOT

16
OCV'd. Ax Man's Rose is a beautiful 5 year old tri-color who 
goes back to industry greats like Maximus ST and Sittin Bull. 
Her horns are rolling out and her genetics make her a great 
cross on the hot bulls of today! She sells with a bull calf at 
side born 7/22/21, and she is too close to be able to confirm 
a three in one package.
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COWBOY CHEX

Pacific Robbie

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Starry Sky
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Starry Sky is another example of what Santee 
Chex has produced for me. She traces back to BL Poco 
Bueno on the top and the great Night Safari on the 
bottom, possibly 2 of Bob Loomis best ever producing 
females. I have owned and enjoyed every bull and cow on 
the bottom of her pedigree save only Farlap and Night 
Safari, and Starry Sky has the same low lateral horn set 
that all he maternal ancestors have and that will swoop 
and roll.  She is prime for the futurity circuit this next year 

01/13/2020
CI327710

TTT: 52.2500 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Starry Sky

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

LAKOTA CHEX

Pacific Barbie

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

SHADOW'S REFLECTION

Pacific Martha

FARLAP CHEX

NIGHT SAFARI BL833

LOT

17
OCV’d. Starry Sky is another example of what Santee Chex 
has produced for me. She traces back to BL Poco Bueno on 
the top and the great Night Safari on the bottom, possibly 
2 of Bob Loomis best ever producing females. I have owned 
and enjoyed every bull and cow on the bottom of her ped-
igree save only Farlap and Night Safari, and Starry Sky has 
the same low lateral horn set that all her maternal ancestors 
have and that will swoop and roll. She is prime for the futu-
rity circuit this next year and is ready to breed to the bull of 
your choice. Because of her age she has not been exposed 
and is ready to be bred to the bull of your choosing.SCRATCHSCRATCH
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COWBOY CHEX

NELTAM JAMAICAN ME 
HAPPY

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Lemora
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Sale Price:

Lemora is a beautiful brindle daughter of Santee Chex 
and goes back to Neltam Breeding on the bottom that 
goes back to the great Sittin Bull. Pictures truly do not do 
this cow, and particularly her brindle coloration justice. 
She is a big framed, easy going, easy keeper and is a joy 
to have in the pasture. She has produced 2 beautiful 
daughters for us, and she sells with a gorgeous bull calf 
at side by BH Ferdinand, our Patton son who just 
measured 88.5” TTT at just 4 years and 4 months. This is 

04/21/2015
CI309824
$

TTT: 77.3750 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Lemora

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

HAPPY BULL

SHILOHS MISS ADLEN

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

J.R. J-Man

MS WR COWGIRL

Sittin Bull

JBM Miss Mary

LOT

18
Lemora is a beautiful brindle daughter of Santee Chex and 
goes back to Neltam Breeding on the bottom that goes 
back to the great Sittin Bull. Pictures truly do not do this 
cow, and particularly her brindle coloration, justice. She is a 
big framed, easy going, easy keeper and is a joy to have in 
the pasture. She has produced 2 beautiful daughters for us, 
and she sells with a gorgeous bull calf at side by BH Ferdi-
nand, our Patton son who just measured 88.5” TTT at just 4 
years and 4 month. As a special extra, she is confirmed by 
our vet to be short bred back to Ferdinand for a 3 in 1. This 
is a great package here with some of my best breeding 
being offered.
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Top Caliber

Pacific Lissie

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Yogurt
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Sale Price:

OCV'd. Here is another of my personal favorites. Yogurt is 
a big horned 2 year old who shows what Simba has 
produced for me. With parents like Top Caliber and RM 
Miss Kitty, Simba''s ability to add horn growth is 
unquestioned, but what is interesting here to me is the 
color. Yes, as a calf Yogurt looked white, but as she has 
grown, good color is emerging, and that, as was the case 
with Simba himself before he died earlier this year, the 
color pattern continued to darken with time. That's what y

01/18/2019
CI320530
$

TTT: 63.0000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Yogurt

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

LAKOTA CHEX

JBM Wrangler's Missy ("Missy")

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

LL WRANGLER

Pacific Miss C'More

FARLAP CHEX

NIGHT SAFARI BL833

LOT

19
OCV'd. Here is another of my personal favorites. Yogurt is a 
big horned 2 year old who shows what Simba has produced 
for me. With parents like Top Caliber and RM Miss Kitty, Sim-
ba's ability to add horn growth is unquestioned, but what 
is interesting here to me is the color. Yes, as a calf Yogurt 
looked white, but as she has grown, good color is emerging, 
just as it did with Simba himself. Yogurt is becoming a really 
spectacular young cow, and she becomes even better when 
paired with Cowboy Ruff to whom she is five months con-
firmed bred for what should be an exceptional calf.
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Top Caliber

JP Grand Vegas

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Bellagio
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

Pacific Bellagio is another own daughter of Simba, 
making her a grand daughter to the 104” RM Miss Kitty on 
the top and on the bottom going back to J.R Grand Slam 
and Gunman. This is a proven cross that she wears well. 
Her beautiful color and low flat horns are sure to impress 
you when you get her home. Like Miss Kitty before her, 
sometimes it takes time for the horn to shine. For 
example, I bought Miss Kitty in 2009 when she was five 
years old and had 76" TTT. Five years later, in 2014, I sol

03/20/2019
Pending

TTT: 57.2500 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Bellagio

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

J.R. GRAND SLAM

PC Miss Las Vegas 655/4

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

Unlimited Tommie

Society Gal

GUNMAN

J.R. SEQUENTIAL

LOT

20
Pacific Bellagio is another own daughter of Simba, making 
her a grand daughter to the 104” RM Miss Kitty on the top 
and on the bottom going back to J.R Grand Slam and Gun-
man. This is a proven cross that she wears well. Her beautiful 
color and low flat horns are sure to impress you when you 
get her home. Like Miss Kitty before her, sometimes it takes 
time for the horn to shine. For example, I bought Miss Kitty in 
2009 when she was five years old and had 76" TTT. Five years 
later, in 2014, I sold her as the first 90" cow to sell at public 
auction. During the ensuing 7 years before she died, she 
added 14" more for a total growth spurt of 24" between the 
age of 5 and 17. Bellagio's blood lines suggest she too has a 
lot of growth ahead of her, and whatever the numbers may 
become, the shape of her horns will always be gorgeous. 
Bellagio is confirmed 6 months bred to Cowboy Ruff.

TTT:                                       57.2500 on 11/03/2021
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HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

RIO ROSE ST

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

WR Rose Bud
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Here is your chance to own a beautiful Iron Mike 
daughter who is out of the solid black Rio Rose ST. Rose 
Bud, pound for pound, is one of the best moma cows on 
the ranch and always raises one of the biggest calves at 
weaning. Her unique color and beautiful 82.25” of twisty 
horn gives her the eye appeal and her pedigree gives her 
the resume of production. I am retaining a son of hers as 
a prospect to introduce her color and production into my 
herd, which is why I am offering her and her most recent 

11/28/2011
CI279129

TTT: 82.2500 on 09/14/2021

WR Rose Bud

IRON MIKE ST

HASHKNIFE

JP RIO GRANDE

SDR EBONY

HUNTS EMPEROR

MISS RODEO AMERICA

TABASCO

GUADALAJARA

E.J. SULTAN

Smooth Move 21/2

J.R. GRAND SLAM

TX W Lucky Lady

LOT

21
OCV’d. Here is tour chance at a beautiful Iron Mike daughter 
who is out of the solid black Rio Rose ST. Rose Bud pound 
for pound is one of the best momma cows on the ranch 
and always raises one of the biggest calves at weaning. Her 
unique color and beautiful 82.25” of twist gives her the eye 
appeal and her pedigree gives her the resume of produc-
tion. I am retaining a son of hers as a prospect to introduce 
her color and production into my herd, which is why I am 
offering her and her daughter this year for you.

OCV’d. Here is your chance to own a beautiful Iron Mike 
daughter who is out of the solid black Rio Rose ST. Rose Bud, 
pound for pound, is one of the best mama cows on the ranch 
and always raises one of the biggest calves at weaning. Her 
unique color and beautiful 82.25” of twisty horn gives her the 
eye appeal and her pedigree gives her the resume for produc-
tion. I am retaining a son of hers as a prospect to introduce 
her color and production into my herd, which is why I am 
offering her and her most recent daughter (next lot) this year 
to you. She is 4 months bred to Santee Chex which means that 
the calf is going to be a wonderfully colored and very correct 
longhorn with even more horn than Rose Bud has. This is a 
serious offering of an animal who has given me great pleasure 
to own.

TTT:                                       82.2500 on 9/014/2021
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JH RURALLY SCREWED

WR Rose Bud

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Country Gal
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. We dug deep for this sale in order to bring you 
lots of different looks. This little youngster provides all the 
proof you need about how tough it was to let go of Rose 
Bud (the previous lot). Pacific Country Gal is Rose Bud's 
2020 daughter by JH Rural Country, a very well bred bull 
we own in California in a partnership with Dave and 
Kristine Beck.  Knowing we already had, in Rose Bud, 
genetics for color, production, and extreme twist, we 
wanted to add some Rio Grande to put an exclamation po

03/27/2020
CI323640

TTT: 41.2500 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Country Gal

JH Rural Country

JH JET'S MAZUE'S BLOSSOM

IRON MIKE ST

RIO ROSE ST

JP RIO GRANDE

LADY MONIKA BL

JET BLACK CHEX 794

JH ONE EYED BLOSSOM

JP RIO GRANDE

SDR EBONY

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHKNIFE

LOT

22
OCV’d. We dug deep for this sale in order to bring you lots of 
different looks. This little youngster provides all the proof you 
need about how tough it was to let go of Rose Bud (the previ-
ous lot). Pacific Country Gal is Rose Bud's 2020 daughter by JH 
Rural Country, a very well bred bull we own in California in a 
partnership with Dave and Kristine Beck. Knowing we already 
had, in Rose Bud, genetics for color, production, and extreme 
twist, we wanted to add some Rio Grande to put an excla-
mation point in the calf. It didn't hurt that Rural Country also 
carries blood from Lady Monika BL. Essentially, this little gal's 
pedigree reads like a textbook for a successful Texas Longhorn 
breeding program, and I have no doubt she will surpass her 
mother's 82" horn spread and, in all other respects as well, 
make an outstanding cow!. Because of her age, Country Gal 
has not been exposed.

TTT:                                       41.2500 on 11/03/2021
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Top Caliber

LF JAMIE'S PRINCESS

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

PACIFIC ROSEMARY
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. This is one that is hard for me to part with as I 
know what she is capable of. She is a daughter of Simba 
who again gives you those 100”+ horn genetics with RM 
Miss Kitty. On the bottom you go back to Jubal Jangler 
and Cowboy Chex, who produced the 104” and $165,000 
Cowboy Tuff. She has amazing color, structure and horn 
for her age that will roll over, making her a powerhouse 
cow. Rosemary is bred to Ferdinand. 

12/23/2018
CI320532

TTT: 62.2500 on 11/03/2021

PACIFIC ROSEMARY

Simba

RM Miss Kitty

WOODROW ST

MCR SUPER JAIME

HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

HASHBROWN

Gun Smoke

Phenomenon's Classy Lady

JUBAL JANGLER

DUTY BORN

COWBOY CHEX

HAY STACK

LOT

23
OCV’d. This is one that is hard for me to part with as I 
know what she is capable of. She is a daughter of Simba 
who again gives you those 100”+ horn genetics with 
RM Miss Kitty. On the bottom you go back to Jubal 
Jangler and Cowboy Chex, who produced the 104” and 
$165,000 Cowboy Tuff. She has amazing color, structure 
and horn for her age that will roll over, making her a 
powerhouse cow. Rosemary is 2 months safe in calf to 
Ferdinand. As with lot 13, sometimes the animal speaks 
better for herself, and the eye candy doesn’t need 
words to back it up.
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SUPER LEE

SH AWESOME PRINCESS 99/3

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

SH ARIANA AWESOME
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Ariana Awesome is a daughter of the over 90” 
Gun Lee Zee which takes you back to Superbowl on top 
and on the bottom goes back to ZD Kelly and Sittin Bull. 
She has all the potential in the world and is totally 
satisfying my every expectation with respect to horn 
shape and growth rate. Indeed, there is nothing I don't 
like about her. She, like virtually all the animals in this 
sale, has taught me how difficult it is to take 30 animals, 
all of whom are like family, and agree to sell them. Still, I 

03/19/2019
CI328093

TTT: 61.0000 on 11/03/2021

SH ARIANA AWESOME

GUN LEE ZEE SH 58/2

ARIANA LEIGH  TAG 262

RIP SAW

AWESOME DIAMOND

SUPER BOWL

T. Y. GUN FROST

ZD KELLY

STAR BRIGHT LEIGH CF1

ZD KELLY

LWR Diamond W Dawn

Sittin Bull

JIGSAW 500

LOT

24
OCV’d. Ariana Awesome is a daughter of the over 90” Gun 
Lee Zee which takes you back to Superbowl on top and on 
the bottom goes back to ZD Kelly and Sittin Bull. She has all 
the potential in the world and is totally satisfying my every 
expectation with respect to horn shape and growth rate. 
Indeed, there is nothing I don't like about her. She, like virtu-
ally all the animals in this sale, has taught me how difficult it 
is to take 30 animals, all of whom are like family, and agree 
to sell them all. Still, I wanted to have this sale, and so this 
dilemma is self-imposed. My only point is that Ariana, like all 
the animals in this sale, is hard to part with and is an animal I 
would be proud to keep in my herd and watch develop. She 
is confirmed short bred to Ferdinand, and the calf should be 
as awesome as Ariana.

TTT:                                       61.0000 on 11/03/2021
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COWBOY CHEX

LEAH LEIGH

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Diamond L'il
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Pacific Diamond Lil might be one of the best 
Santee daughters I have ever raised. Sporting an 
impressive 88” TTT and a beautiful black and white coat, 
she, at only 6 years old, is a game changer. She is a 
daughter of my best producing cow, the 97.75” Leah
Leigh, and is well on her way of surpassing her mother. I 
sold L'il as a younger heifer for $60,000 making her the 
high seller at the McCombs sale, and then I was able to 
buy her back. Now I realize that there is no cow better eq

04/24/2015
CI304664

TTT: 88.0000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Diamond L'il

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

ZD KELLY

VIKKI FEISTY LEIGH CF 2

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

Safari B 1759

Day's Miss Mischief

DIAMOND W PAY CASH

DELTA URSULA

LOT

25
OCV’d. Pacific Diamond L'il might be one of the best Santee 
daughters I have ever raised. Sporting an impressive 88” TTT 
and a beautiful black and white coat, she, at only 6 years old, 
is a game changer. She is a daughter of my best producing 
cow, the 97.75” Leah Leigh, and is well on her way of sur-
passing her mother. I sold L'il as a younger heifer for $60,000 
making her the high seller at the McCombs sale, and then I 
was able to buy her back. Now I realize that there is no cow 
better equipped to showcase my program than she, and 
so once again she will leave our ranch and become a living 
testament to the quality of longhorns this ranch produces. 
So, here she is, a truly elite female for a truly elite buyer. She 
sells bred to Cowboy Ruff for an amazing calf to come.
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HUNTS COMMAND RESPECT

Pacific Robbie

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

PACIFIC LOULIE
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

Pacific Loulie has a great pedigree headed by Top 
Caliber. Her dam is solid black, as are most of her 
maternal ancestors including the legendary Night Safari. 
The bottom side of her pedigree is is a family I am very 
familiar with since I have owned every animal in it except 
Farlap and Night Safari. It has been a great family for our 
program, not only for the black color that predominates 
throughout, but also for the swooping horns, the correct 
bodies, and the gentle dispositions. Indeed, Lakota Chex 

07/02/2018
CAI322013

TTT: 60.0000 on 11/04/2021

PACIFIC LOULIE

Top Caliber

HASHBROWN

LAKOTA CHEX

Pacific Barbie

HUNTS EMPEROR

MISS RODEO AMERICA

ROUNDUP

HASHKNIFE

SHADOW'S REFLECTION

Pacific Martha

FARLAP CHEX

NIGHT SAFARI BL833

LOT

26
Pacific Loulie has a great pedigree headed by Top Caliber. 
Her dam is solid black, as are most of her maternal ancestors 
including the legendary Night Safari. The bottom side of her 
pedigree is is a family I am very familiar with since I have 
owned every animal in it except Farlap and Night Safari. It has 
been a great family for our program, not only for the black 
color that predominates throughout, but also for the swoop-
ing horns, the correct bodies, and the gentle dispositions. 
Indeed, Lakota Chex was so calm that I could take my tape 
measure out into the pasture, stick it on one tip, and extend 
the tape out to the other tip and read it. I did that every month 
for a couple of years, and not once did he object. Loulie is bred 
to Santee Chex who makes a habit of siring show and sale 
toppers. Bring her home, enjoy her and the calf she gives you, 
and go for it!

TTT:                                       60.0000 on 11/04/2021SCRATCHSCRATCH
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J.R. GRAND SLAM

Pacific Tango

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

MARSHALL LADY IN RED
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d Lady in Red is a deep red colored daughter of the 
blue roan JP Grand Marshall and my breeding on the 
bottom side. She is a money winner in the futurity and is 
maturing into a beautiful cow. She has a pedigree that will 
work with almost any bull and will become a big horned 
female all while producing every color of the rainbow. 
Lady in Red is bred to Cowboy Ruff.

04/21/2018
CAI323039

TTT: 65.6250 on 11/03/2021

MARSHALL LADY IN RED

JP Grand Marshall

JKC Roancie

Dancer Chex 807

Pacific Lilac

GUNMAN

J.R. SEQUENTIAL

OVERWHELMERS JACK KCC

Jans KCC

Top Caliber

High Dottie

JP RIO GRANDE

BL Wind Dancer

LOT

27
OCV’d Lady in Red is a deep red colored daughter of the 
blue roan JP Grand Marshall and my breeding on the 
bottom side. She is a money winner in the futurity and is 
maturing into a beautiful cow. She has a pedigree that will 
work with almost any bull and will become a big horned 
female all while producing every color of the rainbow. 
Lady in Red is 6 months bred to Cowboy Ruff.
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CV COWBOY CASANOVA

RC MISS BREEZE

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

LC Casanovas Breeze 
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Owner:

OCV'd. Breeze once again demonstrates the beautiful 
cross between the $100,000 CV Cowboy Casanova and
Maxamillion .  On the top side, she has the very 
productive Gala Show of Stars who measured 86.5" ttt.
Casanovas Breeze has great conformation and all those 
intangibles that stand out in a well proportioned and 
solidly built female. She measured 78.5" TTT a month 
ago, and her horns are just now starting to roll over. I 
believe she is on track to go well into the 80's and could b

05/05/2017
CI309557
Fairlea Longhorn Ranch LLC

TTT: 76.5000 on 11/03/2021

LC Casanovas Breeze 

COWBOY CASANOVA'S PRIDE

GALA SHOW OF STARS

LLL MAXAMILLION

VV Hash Knife Breeze

COWBOY CHEX

Smoky Roan

AWESOME VIAGRA

SARASAM

IRON MIKE ST

ROUNDUP'S BREEZE II

Maximus ST

Horse Head Show Time

LOT

28
OCV'd. Breeze once again demonstrates the beautiful 
cross between the $100,000 CV Cowboy Casanova and 
Maxamillion . On the top side, she has the very productive 
Gala Show of Stars who measured 86.5" ttt. Casanovas 
Breeze has great conformation and all those intangibles 
that stand out in a well proportioned and solidly built 
female. She measured 76.5" TTT a month ago, and her 
horns are just now starting to roll over. I believe she is on 
track to go well into the 80's and could be a 90" cow! She 
is very impressive on her own merits, and to top it off she 
is 4 months bred to Cowboy Ruff.
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VJ TOMMIE (AKA UNLIMITED)

ROYAL TE'S CLASSIC ROSE

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Special Rose
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV’d. Her name says is all. She is Special. Special 
Rose is an easy keeper with almost 80” of a beautiful 
twisty horns. She is also a proven producer, and the 
mother of Pacific Medicine Hat who I sold at last year's 
Legacy Sale for $30,000. Some people stay away from 
older cows. I'm not one of them. The way I see it is that if 
you have a proven producer that is 11 years old, like 
Special Rose is, she has four to six calves left and maybe 
more, any one of which can easily return you your invest

02/16/2010
CI270068

TTT: 77.7500 on 11/03/2021

Special Rose

GRINGO 158

Delta Heaven

CLASSIC ROYAL TE

GUNNA BE A ROSE

NO DOUBLE

OT SUPERIOR'S DROOPY

EMPEROR

Delta Beauty

NOT GUNNA

ZHIROSE

ZIGFIELD

PLUM NEARLY CLASSIC

LOT
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OCV’d. Her name says is all. She is Special. Special Rose is an 
easy keeper with almost 80” of a beautiful twisty horns. She 
is also a proven producer, and the mother of Pacific Medicine 
Hat who I sold at last year's Legacy Sale for $30,000. Some 
people stay away from older cows. I'm not one of them. The 
way I see it is that if you have a proven producer that is 11 
years old, like Special Rose is, she has four to six calves left 
and maybe more, any one of which can easily return you your 
investment and more. Anyhow, here is a super cow for those 
who like owning older cows and are not afraid to buy them. 
She is in this sale simply because I said that I wanted to have 
something for everyone. She is in the pasture with Cowboy 
Ruff, who is a son of the over 100” Cowboy Tuff Chex and the 
over 100” Rex’s Red Rose. Ruff measured 88” TTT and won't be 
4 until February. This is a flush worthy female who has already 
shown she is capable of producing sale toppers!

TTT:                                       77.7500 on 11/03/2021SCRATCHSCRATCH
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COWBOY CHEX

Pacific Lollipop

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

Pacific Sugah
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:

OCV'd. Sugah is a very nice heifer with a highly unusual 
color. Her sire is my most successful bull ever. Without 
exception, he makes highly sought after calves, calves 
that often grow up to win futurities or to become the top 
selling heifer at such sales as the Legacy, Red McCombs, 
and the Millenium Futurity. We don't breed our heifers 
until they are two years old, and so Sugah sells ready to 
put with the bull of your choice. Merry Christmas.

07/01/2020
CI328369

TTT: 39.0000 on 11/03/2021

Pacific Sugah

SANTEE  CHEX

BL AWSOME BLOSSUM

Dancer Chex 807

Candela

PEACEMAKER 44

BL POCO BUENO

COACH

CREEKMORE'S AWSOME

GATILLERO

SIREEN

JP RIO GRANDE

BL Wind Dancer

LOT
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OCV'd. Sugah is a very nice heifer with a highly unusual 
color. Her sire is my most successful bull ever. Without 
exception, he makes highly sought after calves, calves 
that often grow up to win futurities or to become the top 
selling heifer at such sales as the Legacy, Red McCombs, 
and the Millennium Futurity. We don't breed our heifers 
until they are two years old, and so Sugah sells ready to 
put with the bull of your choice. Merry Christmas.
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COWBOY TUFF CHEX

Rugged Cross Triumphant

Courtesy of Fairlea Longhorns

DC Miss Tuffy
Date of Birth:
Registration 1:
Owner:

OCV'd. Take a look at this star studded pedigree. Cowboy 
Tuff Chex, Top Caliber, JP Rio Grande, and KC Just 
Respect. Tuff is a breath away from 80" as a young 4 year 
old and has the perfect horn shape to grow into a big time 
cow!    Missy is the last cow in the sale, so before we end 
this event, Jeanie and I wanted to say thank you for your 
support, for buying our offerings, and for enriching our 
lives through your love of these magnificent beasts. Merry 
Christmas one and all, and may 2022 bring nothing but go

05/21/2017
CI310217
Fairlea Longhorns Ranch LLC

TTT: 79.0000 on 11/03/2021

DC Miss Tuffy

TUFF CALIBER

WINNING CALIBER

RIO MOJO

J.R. Trina

COWBOY CHEX

BL RIO CATCHIT

Top Caliber

WINNING SMILE

KC JUST RESPECT

J.R. Trinket

JP RIO GRANDE

MULBERRY TWIST

LOT
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OCV'd. Take a look at this star studded pedigree. Cowboy 
Tuff Chex, Top Caliber, JP Rio Grande, and KC Just Respect. 
Tuff is a breath away from 80" as a young 4 year old and has 
the perfect horn shape to grow into a big time cow! It's hard 
to improve a cow like this, but we hope we have done so by 
breeding her to Ferdinand and his 88.5" horn measurement 
as a 4 year old. Missy is the last cow in the sale, so before we 
end this event, Jeanie and I wanted to say thank you for your 
support, for buying our offerings, and for enriching our lives 
through your love of these magnificent beasts. Merry Christ-
mas one and all, and may 2022 bring nothing but good news 
and happiness to you all and your families.
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